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The Journal
Oscartek’s new Dry Age Meat

a new technology with Ultrasound Humidity
San Francisco September 1, 2019; Oscartek Company with its partner in Italy has developed a state-of-the-art meat ager display. First
debut at the NAFEM show in Orlando in March of 2019, it has seen a spike in its demand and application.
Why Oscartek and not the others? There are always good and bad Bacteria, it’s crucial
that you keep the good ones; With Reverse Osmosis, the water that is intended to
become small particles to increase humidity and aid the aging process, the purification
is Complete. This technology uses a partially permeable membrane to remove ions,
molecules and larger particles from water.
Many types of dissolved and suspended chemical species as well as biological ones
principally bacteria from water are also removed. This process allows pressurized water
to turn into pure light weight solvent, low in sodium to pass to the other side to the
Humidification process. That Is not all.
Once sterile, the water is injected in Ultra-Sonic Steam membrane that add humidity throughout the cabinet to ensure even
distribution on Meat and minimize humidity fluctuation, an important feature to a perfect dry age meat. All that is accompanied
with low speed multiple evaporator fans to further optimized air distribution through back panels tucked in the interior of the case.
Knowing how crucial bacteria is to the aging process, we have an option that utilizes UV light disinfecting the common microbes and

terminate the pathogenic organisms, viruses and other pathogens to prevent theses from reproducing. And always ETL approved for
UL and NSF.
We strongly recommend reading the article below written by our friend Kat Thompson.
Oscartek’s new line of meat age is specifically intended to match Wine and Cheese cases as well as hanging Charcuterie meat and
Salumi with base or full height. For more details please visit https://www.oscartek.com/downloads/cutsheets/provino-i-meat.pdf
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Everything You Need To Know About Dry-Aged Steak
By KAT THOMPSON
A dry-aged, bone-in rib-eye is a thing of carnivorous beauty, equally delicious splashed with pan drippings, topped with steak
sauce, or served with nothing but a sprinkle of salt and a mandatory side of mashed potatoes or Yorkshire pudding. Dry-aged steaks
are the pride and joy of many a steakhouse across the country -- a treat for chefs to oversee and for diners to devour.
That being said, the initial practice of dry-aging steaks comes off as somewhat… befuddling. Who decided to leave meat out to
mold and discovered it actually makes it taste better? How did this mysterious steak-master control the time, temperature, and
taste of the beef? How many iterations were attempted before they discovered how to age steak precisely?
Though the answers to these questions remain elusive, there are other questions about dry-aged steaks that are more pressing. Like
why, through all that aging, does beef taste so much better -- more flavorful, deeper, and richer? What scientific occurrences are
happening while mold steadily grows on meat, which cuts are the best to storm those long days of flavor development, and can one
even attempt to capture those flavors at home?
To speak to these burning inquiries, I decided to raise the steaks (no, I am not sorry for that) and go on a journey to get all these
questions answered -- for myself, for my grateful taste buds, and for you, dear reader, so you don't feel like a pleb for asking them
when you're ordering an expensive steak at a fancy restaurant. Here’s what I found out.
Why even dry-age a steak to begin with?
To put it simply: to make a flavor bomb out of your meat. It’s the same reason we
consume aged Cheddar and dive into wheels of moldy cheese with reckless
abandon; aged food, when done properly, tastes fantastic. Flavors develop in a
spectacularly nutty, funky way that differs greatly from fresh meat. Over time, the
meat flavor just continues to concentrate as blood drains from the steak.
“Steaks are aged to break down the muscle tissue, which then creates a tender
meat,” shared Jack Kawa, the second-generation owner of Omaha, Nebraska’s
Johnny’s Cafe, which has been selling steaks next to the Stockyards since 1922.

There are two ways to age a steak. Dry-aging involves leaving the meat to age in a temperature- and humidity-controlled space. Wetaged steaks go through a process of leaving meat in vacuum-packed Cryovac bags. So why do so many folks swear by dry-aging? The
answer has to do with retaining moisture. Ironically, the wet-aging process leaves the meat dryer, at least according to Dean Poll, the
owner of Gallaghers Steakhouse, the iconic New York City eatery where Broadway stars and alleged mafia bosses have been dining
since 1927.
“There are those who take Cryovac meat and let it sit in the bag. And it is breaking down, the enzymes are breaking down. However,
the longer it’s in the bag for, it’s purging its blood,” Poll explained. “So if you have a Cryovac piece of meat that was just Cryovaced
recently, and the Cryovac is tight to the meat, a week later you see there’s a little bit of blood. Three weeks you’re seeing a pool of
blood. When you dry age a meat, that blood is staying in the meat and gives it its moisture.”
What happens to the meat during the aging process?
Poll and Kawa touched upon this briefly, but what’s happening is that the enzymes in the meat are breaking down, resulting in a
more tender, juicier steak with a much more concentrated flavor. There's also some shrinkage.
“Essentially, the water is coming out of the meat and it’s technically shrinking. The flavor of the meat is getting more and more
intense as it gets denser in the dry-aging process,” revealed Perry Pollaci, Cutthroat Kitchen champ and the executive chef at
Castaway in Burbank, California.
There's also often mold that forms on the meat. But that's natural too, and while eating a hunk of meat that has mold on it might
seem counterintuitive, it's actually just a part of the maturation of flavors.
“Think of it this way,” Pollaci said, “the meat is almost breaking itself down, so the natural enzymes are causing the muscle tissue to
break down, which is going to make for a more tender and flavorful cut.”
What’s the best method for dry-aging?
There are a lot of different ways to dry-age meat. From my research, there is no “best” way -- just different methods to invoke unique,
meaty flavors. Some are more elaborate than others. At Castaway, for example, Pollaci has his meat hanging in a glowing, orange
Himalayan salt room for all to see.
“The salt in the room helps to regulate the humidity of the dry-aging environment. We have it set between 85%-87%. You need the
humidity and air circulation as you want that curated growth,” he said.
You don’t need anything that fancy, though. At Gallaghers in New York, the meat is aged in a street-facing meat locker, with fans
spinning all day and all night to keep the steaks dry and air moving.

For chef Chris Cosentino -- winner of Top Chef Masters and the co-owner of San Francisco’s Cockscomb, Jackrabbit in Portland,
Oregon, and Acacia House in the Napa Valley -- dry-aging steaks is about diversity of flavors and thinking beyond tradition.
“There are so many different ways to dry age it all comes down to preference and what you are looking for in a final product,"
Cosentino said. "In San Francisco, I age meat in kombu, on hay, and in gin. In Napa, I age in grape skins from the harvest. There are a
million different ways to achieve a different flavor. I think a bit about the best way to impart the most flavor to the meat. Each one of
these techniques ages at a different rate and imparts a different flavor, so I like to look at the cut and how I want to serve it before I
decide on the style I like to age it.”
Which cuts work best?
Though both Poll and Pollaci said the cut is arbitrary -- and mostly up to the preference of the diner -- the most common cuts used
for dry-aging are ribeye, sirloin, and New York strip.
These cuts are chosen because they tend to come from parts of the cow where muscles aren’t used frequently, like the ribs and the
loin area, resulting in tender meat as opposed to tougher muscle. It’s good to note that larger cuts, specifically primal cuts, are
considered the best candidates. A primal cut, for those of us who aren't butchers, is a larger cut of beef that has yet to be separated
into individual steaks (think strip loin, short loin, or prime rib). Those big cuts can can handle aging much longer.
At Gallaghers, rib steak, sirloin, porterhouse, and filet mignon are all on the menu and dry-aged in their 52nd street-facing meat
locker.
Castaway carries similar cuts, including a ribeye, New York, and tomahawk. Though Pollaci recognizes that some cuts fare better
than others in the dry-aging arena, he’s “had a lot of fun experimenting with different cuts of meat, like brisket.”
What’s the best length of time to age a steak?
This also comes down to preference, but the standard length across major steakhouses is 28 days. Some places go well beyond, but
28 seems to be the sweet spot.
“If you do it any less than that you most likely won’t taste a significant flavor profile in the meat,” shared Pollaci.
Out of his own curiosity, Poll has also ventured out to try longer intervals to see how the meat reacts at Gallaghers.
“The ones that I’ve personally tried on my own curiosity that are aged two months are a little pungent, a little rough," said Poll. "It
can be a little sour, a little too much. And you’ve lost that meat flavor -- you have too much of an aged flavor.”

Despite that, it’s up to you to discern what flavor you’re looking for in a steak. If you want something deeper -- more umami, nuttier,
and meatier -- there are steaks that are aged longer than the standard 28 days.
“The age depends on the cut and the size. It's best to age on the bone with the fat on. The time depends on the flavor profile you are
looking for. The longer the steak ages, the more intense and deep the flavor gets,” said Cosentino.
Is it possible to dry age a steak at home?
In response to this question, Poll looked me in my eyes and said, “Anything is possible.” That being said, should one dry age a steak
at home?
“One can, but it is advisable to have a refrigerator that is dedicated to only dry-aging beef,” said Beau Carr, executive chef of
Portland, Oregon's Ringside Steakhouse, which has been selling dry-aged steaks since 1944. “There’s a few reasons: to dry age a subprimal cut takes space, and it is best to not be continually opening and closing the refrigerator as one would if they put the beef in
with all their other food. Also the aromas put off by the dry-aging beef may influence the flavor of the other foods, or vice-versa.”
Essentially, nobody wants a steak that tastes like, well, the fridge.
As the steak ages, it also loses a lot of blood, which you may risk getting all over your other groceries if you aren’t careful or using a
separate, temperature-regulated fridge.
To combat this, Pollaci suggests keeping your aging steak on a rack with a pan below to catch all the drippings, including blood.
“First rinse your meat, dry it, and then wrap it in cheesecloth. Fans and salt bricks are great but it’s not a necessity for the at-home
dry-ager,” he explained. “Let it stay put for about 3-4 weeks and trim off any mold that forms.”
Though it’s entirely possible to age a steak at home, it might be in your best time and interest to skip steak-aging as a hobby. Instead
of investing in a fridge specifically for aged meats or building a customized Himalayan salt closet next to your pantry, maybe splurge
at a steakhouse every once in a while and leave the aged beef to the professionals.
What’s the best way to cook aged meat?
Again, this comes down to preference, but the chefs I spoke to all had different tips and tricks to making the best possible dry-aged
steak.
For Pollaci, a super-hot cast iron pan and aggressively salt-and-peppered steak is key.

“I prefer to use canola or grapeseed oil to get a nice sear,” he said. “After you’ve finished searing, throw in a generous tablespoon of
butter, crushed garlic, thyme, and bay leaf [and] continuously baste the steak in butter.”
Poll likes his steaks cooked the same way they do at Gallaghers, which is over hickory coals (the restaurant goes through bags upon
bags of coal a day).
“It’s amazing, the difference of flavor,” he shared. “It’s easier cooking on a gas broiler or a gas grill because you can regulate heat. The
coals, it fluctuates. But the flavor is absolutely, substantially different. The hickory coals complement it; it doesn’t overshadow the
quality of the meat.”
Cosentino utilizes both methods: “I prefer to either cook them over coals or in a cast iron pan basted in butter and with herbs and
garlic. Both of these methods add flavor and depth to the meat. The cast iron pan with butter and herbs helps bring out the nutty
and cheese-like characteristic of the meat's age. The grilling over charcoal, depending on the woods, brings out a different aspect of
the meat. It intensifies the umami and the rich grill char and smoke gives the nutty and cheese-like flavor a deeper more intense
flavor and length on the palate.”
Whatever the method of preparation, whatever the length aging that’s occurred, and whatever the cut, at the end of the day, a dryaged steak is a dry-aged steak. And what that generally means is that it’s going to be delicious -- regardless of it it’s aged in a
Himalayan salt room, flamed over a special bag of coals, or basted in butter (though those things certainly don’t hurt). At the end of
the day, if your steak wasn’t aged in a fridge that smells like wet cilantro and old cheese, it will probably be a good time.
Sign up here for our daily Thrillist email, get Eatmail for more food coverage, and subscribe here for our YouTube channel to get your
fix of the best in food/drink/fun.
Kat Thompson is a staff food writer at Thrillist and lover of all things beef. She prefers her dry-aged steak cooked
medium rare. Follow her on Twitter @katthompsonn.
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